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THe BG news

An
Independent
Student
Voice

ByMarkDoaosk
•at Lyaa D« (• i

Firsf round
of fee bids
hits ACGFA

Student Government Association
(SGA> nearly doubled iU request of
last year tor monies from the 1975-78
general fee budget at last night's
meeting of the Advisory Council on
General Fee Allocations ( ACGFA I.
SGA President Douglas G Bugle
presented his group'? request for
$26,530 Last year. SGA requested
$14,080 of general fee monies
Michael Wilcox. senior (B.A.I and
ACGFA member, questioned Bugle on
why SGA required double its past
allocation
Money talks. Bugle said "SGA
should have the needed money to
investigate campus problems when
roadblocks are met. SGA in si be able
to hire investigators on bf'ialf of the
students "
The need for investigators refers to
Bugle's budget request of $3,000 to hire
two efficiency experts, one to examine

functioning of the Health Center and
one to look at Food Services
operations
"If students knew how their general
fee was spent, and how much of it went
to athletics, they wouldn't begrudge
the money for SGA to investigate
wrongs." Bugie said
Bugle also alloted $3,000 for campus
speakers He said there was a need for
on campus symposiums on national
and University issues
SGA asked for $1,500 to assist the
operations of small student groups.
Bugie included the Indo-China Peace
Campaign and the Ohio Marijuana
Coalition.
He justified supporting these groups
by labelling them "valuable projects
which enlighten students and give
them a total look at the work)."

According to Coordinator of Student
Activities Richard Lenhart. $1,000 is
planned for Homecoming Weekend,
which Student Activities finances in
part.
However, the election of a male
homecoming queen this year and the
controversy which surrounded it led
some ACGFA members to question
whether homecoming weekend should
continue

ACGFA also heard the budgetary
request of the Student Activities
Office Its request of $27,800 represents
a $2,300 increase over last year.

Lenhart explained that "the
controversy over the homecoming
queen issue clouded many good events
that happened that weekend.
"But if you do not have a
homecoming per se next year, that
money (budgeted for homecoming 1
might go to Parents' Weekend,'
Lenhart said.
Maurice Sandy, director of men's
intramural sports, requested $14,820
from the budget for his office
SANDY told the committee that the
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past four budget periods "have
concluded with increasingly deficient
funds due to insufficient funding." by
past ACGFA decisions
Though the physical education
department "has bailed us out through
the Instructional fee," Sandy said that
HPE department heads have
"Indicated to me that the time may
have come when they can't help out
due to their own increased costs."
Last year's $8,000 budget covered the
cost of 35 intramural activities.
Sandy noted that the average money
spent on each of the intramural
program's 9.000 participants is 88 cents
per student
J. Claude Scheuerman, vice
president for operations, presented a
budget request of $104,900 for the
Student Services Building
The request is the same as last
year's, with the majority of the money
going to fulfill debt requirements for
the building

,

Employment opportunities bleak
for students seeking area jobs
By Lyia Dagas

Summer is a welcome thought as
Bowling Green winds lower temperatures, but for students who wanl to
work summer may not be as pleasant
as they think
The outlook for this year is cloudy
for students seeking summer jobs,
according to Kurt K Zimmerman,
director of student employment
The summer job market has been
tight for the last three to four years,
and Zimmerman said this summer it
should be even tighter
High unemployment in the manufacturing fields means students will be
lower irin'eTuTtft|rpTlMTOrTinTjf?aT:
Zimmerman said
Many students
depend on factory jobs for summer
employment
Businesses are under pressure from
governmental agencies to get workers
back on the job and off unemployment
compensation rolls, he added
But seasonal industries, such as
camps and amusement parks which
hire students to fill summer jobs, will
probably be hiring students
Zimmerman said there has been no
indication of cutback in the seasonal
operations, and the need for more
promotion to entice customers may
create additional jobs
Zimmerman said the Student
Employment Office has expanded its
role since 1973 to include more student
services, including helping students
find summer jobs

He said he has tried to persuade
employers, especially concentrating on
employers in northwest Ohio, to
consider hiring University students fcr
the summer
Zimmerman said there are some job
opportunities in Toledo, but there are
obstacles there
Toledo has been especially hard hit
by current economic conditions partly
because it is involved in the
automotive industry. Zimmerman
explained
In addition, there are many
competitors for jobs in Toledo,
including students from the University
of Toledo and several large area high
SctloflTs""
As an alternative to Toledo,
Zimmerman said he would like to
cultivate the job market in the small
cities surrounding Bowling Green
There are jobs in Defiance. Tiffin.
Findlay. Fostoria and Napoleon which
are accessible to students, he said
Job prospects in Bowling Green are
not good. Zimmerman said There are
a few potential turnover jobs from
students leaving for the summer, but
most employers in the city initially
hire students who will be in town for
the entire year, he said
The opportunities for on-campus jobs
will be the same as during the
academic year. Zimmerman said,
despite the University's reduced
operation during the summer
Zimmerman suggested several
avenues students looking for jobs at

home might pursue.
Seasonal employers often come on
campus to interview students for
summer jobs, he said Appointments
can be made at the Student
Employment Office on a first-come,
first-served basis
City and county governments may
also be hiring students this summer
with the federal aid they are receiving
to offset unemployment, he said.
But he explained that workers
currently receiving unemployment
benefits and those whose benefits have
been exhausted are the first in line for
the jobs
_
,j|
Zimmerman said students should
check with their Chamber of
Commerce for job opportunities. The
Chamber of Commerce, he explained,
is usually aware of programs aimed at
finding students jobs, or directly
involved in administering such
programs.
The best source for finding jobs,
however, is in the student's own
backyard. Zimmerman said Friends,
peers, and parents lien know about
job openings.
Additional job listings and potential
employers are listed in the files at
Student Employment Directories of
various associations also are available
for students' inspection
Zimmerman stressed that now is the
time to start looking for summer jobs.
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Legal matters delay concert publicity
By Mary Zltello
Stall Reporter
With only one week available to
promote the Peter Frampton and
James Cotton Band concert next
Thursday. Coordinator of Cultural
Boost Edward Chima said he gives the
concert "a 50-50 chance for a success."
The concert is scheduled for 8 p.m. in
the Grand Ballroom, Union Cultural
Boost is sponsoring the event
Chima said he has been planning the
concert for toout three weeks, but
because of "legal matters" he could
not publicize it until today.
"WE HAD TO wait until Frampton s
agent sent us the necessary contract to
sign, because it must first be signed by
the University," be said. "Then it had
to be returned for the agent's signature
and sent back to us after be accepted
the terms "
"Until that signature is received,
which was just recently, there can be

no publicity," he continued. "There
was nothing I could do until then."
Chima said tickets will go on sale
today at $2 for Cultural Boost members
and $3 for non-members. Tickets will
be sold to the general public but there
will be no advertising in Detroit or
Toledo, Chima said.
He said the concert is open to toe
public because there is only one week
in which to sell l.ckets.
"But if I get the right kind of
publicity on campus there won't be any
trouble." Chima said.
Cultural Boost is paying Frampton s
agent $4,000 for the two groups. Chima
said, but he added that the total cost of
producing the concert will be about
$5,700.
He said if the concert is a sell-out
Cultural Boost will make a $300 profit.
CHIMA CALLED the concert "a
great opportunity for students to see a
worthwhile show." He said the price is
"very reasonable."
"You figure that since it's a

Thursday night most students are
bound to go downtown and spend $2 or
$3 anyway." he said. "They're crazy if
they don't spend it for a good concert
instead
"Everyone bitches about the
concerts we have here, yet when they
have opportunity to see someone good,
no one is willing to lake the chance to
find out if they would like them or
not," he added.
He said if students want to see top
names like Cat Stevens and Elton John
scheduled here they're "dreaming."
"We're scraping for anything we can
get." Chima said. "The entertainment
business is hurting. Groups and tours
are tight because of the money
situation."
He added that the only date Cultural
Boost could get for a Memorial Hall
concert this quarter was March 18
because of basketball season
"SO WHEN people want to see
snows, they have to take what group
we can get for that date.'' he said.

Although Chima is optimistic about
the concert's success. Gregory
DeCrane. Director of Student
Activities, said that he feels Cultural
Boost is taking chances having the
concert on short notice.
"It's not the way I like to work,"
DeCrane said "I prefer to have at
least three weeks advance for
promotion. Ed (ChimaI knows how I
feel about it."
HE SAID students are aware of the
economy and that they are going to ask
themselves if they should spend the
money on food or a ticket.
"And with only a week notice most of
them have a pretty good idea on where
that money is going logo," he added.
Although DeCrane said he thinks the
date set for the concert a "poor
selection of dates," he said Cultural
Boost has to work with the availibility
of a group
"These two groups happened to be
available for next week." he said

UAO candidates suggest pooling funds
By Sally Arnold
aad Rob Arkwrigkt
Three students running for Coordinator of Cultural Affairs agree that a
combination of Union Activities Organization (UAO) and Cultural Boost funds
would lessen losses from poorly-attended concerts.
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consumption in th* Union it getting a lirHe out

of hand, retiring to the biKordt room for a few shots could
boson you up. Tom Corns, junior (A* S), hakes a brook during
a long afternoon ( N.wiphoto by Doniol fokht)

Michael J. Coman. sophomore
(B.A.). said the pooling of UAO and
Cultural Boost funds would reduce (he
financial risk involved in booking a
concert.
Coman said be favors working
through a promoter in scheduling
concerts because the promoter takes
the risk arid financial responsibility for
concerts.

FROM HIS experience as chairman
of UAO special events. Coman said be
has found that students express their
preferences for specific entertainers
they have previously seen perform.
Kim R. Jakeway. junior (Ed.I. said
combined funding for concerts would
be beneficial if Cultural Boost keeps
the current student donation system.
Jakeway said the Todd Rungren concert was the first attempt to combine
the efforts of UAO and Cultural Boost
The SGA by-laws state that UAO is to
be used for cultural affairs as much as
possible, he said.
A PROMOTER may not be necessary to publicize a concert, he said.
"You can get publicity around without
a promoter if you have a big-name
group"

He also said he does not want to
alienate Bowling Green high school
students from concerts but that without outside attendance damage and
drug problems would be reduced.
Jakeway also said be would like to
schedule a black group because none
have entertained on campus since
spring 1971. His main goal is to
schedule two concerts a quarter and
look into the possibilities of a stadium
concert, he said.

help find the kind of entertainment
students would like to see
Promoters are not necessary for
University concerts, since students are
perfectly capable of promoting their
own concerts, said Enckson Booking a
group that is familiar to students would
draw a crowd, he added
Enckson said that one guest per ID
card might be the best policy to end the
problems of outside students attending
concerts and possible law suits resulting from their attendance.

WILLIAM R. Erlkson, junior (B.A.).
said all interested groups, not just
UAO. should work with cultural affairs
to sponsor speakers and concerts
Enckson said student organizations
should be contacted by the Coordinator
of Cultural Affairs as part of his Job to

JAKEWAY Is the undergraduate representative to both Academic Council
and the Education Council and is involved in Big Brothers of Northwest Ohio
Ericsson is presently an assistant to
the Coordinator of Cultural Affairs.
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ford proposal:
poor priorities
President Gerald R. Ford is apparently going to fight the wars against
inflation and recession with jets and missiles.
In his proposed budget for the 1976 fiscal year. Ford included a $92 8
billion defense budget, an increase of $8 billion over the current fiscal
year and a record for peacetime.
And when part of the budget is increased, another part naturally has to
be decreased. In this case, education and social service programs would
be cut.
With Ford himself admitting that the unemployment rate will hover
around eight per cent during 1975-76. it is ridiculous to even contemplate
cutting relief programs so the military can have new toys to play with.
The poor are the hardest hit by inflation and recession, not the
stockbrokers, as Ford's intrepid economic adviser Alan Greenspan once
suggested.
But it seems Ford is following Greenspan's advice after all. An i
increase in military spending is for the benefit of Wall Street, not this
nation's underprivileged.
The Democrats, fortunately, probably will not approve many of Ford's
requests. Programs such as federal pension and income plans, food
stamps, child nutrition programs and others designed to help the poor are
Democrat "babies".
Ford is reportedly staking his political future on the proposed budget,
and if he manages to somehow ram it through Congress, he is politically
through.
The budget proposal is designed for the business interests of the
country, not the average American.

no more funds
SIC-SIC SEZ: We won't ask for general fee money this year or any
other year.
And that's the best thing it's said in a long time.
SIC-SIC's weekend announcement that it will not seek funds from the
Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocation (ACGFA) should have
done wonders for school spirit.
Now students no longer must finance the tasteless and crass operations
of this organization. There are worthier uses for general fee monies than
funding a group dedicated to posting crude signs in the name of school
spirit.
SIC-SIC's gems this year include signs like Shoot-up Kent' before the
BG Kent football game and "Did You Learn,To Get Raped Last Night,
Girls?" after a Fred Storaska rape prevention lecture.
In addition. SIC-SIC posted a sign this quarter supporting a commercial
dry-cleaners. What did this do for school spirit?
Dr. Harvey Donley. professor of quantitative analysis and control and
member of the ACGFA. best described SIC-SIC as "worthless".
SIC-SIC received S423 in general fee money this year. That may not
seem like much, but it's more than they are worth. It is time for SIC-SIC
to sign off

plain speaking
By Allan J. DeNIro
7MMIthSl. Apt. B
Guest SMdeat Columnist
Several members of the Student
Government Association have asked
me to pacify the current controversy
over my guest column of ten days ago.
with a letter of
clarification"
Despite their intentions. I have decided
to do just that. Here are the facts in the
case:
1 I ANY and EVERY student on Ibis
campus has the right and the OBLIGATION, that any time he or she
appears before either the Student
Traffic Court or the Student Arbitration Board, any justice on either court
may be asked to step down because he
or she might be biased in that particular case If students are REALLY
concerned, then I welcome them to
exercise their right
2 ) There are FIVE justices on the
Student Arbitration Board
One
member does not decide any case
completely in his own right.
3 ) Any credibility of SGA that could
be destroyed by ONE editorial as
suggested by Senators Dartt and
Mehling, couldn't have been much
credibility in the first place

of my past court record over one and a
half years to PROVE my fairness and
ability as a justice.
6.) At least three senators have been
antagonistic, unprofessional, irresponsible and ridiculous in their assertions that I resign I will not be railroaded and f will not resign. I refuse to
play politics.
7.) If ANYONE is interested,
REALLY interested in this issue, or
any other related matter. I can be contacted through student court at 37229S9. and I will sit down and explain
what The Hi; News has called my
"well-hidden humor."

observer
As a non-basketball fan. commuter
student and second quarter treshman. 1
feel I'm in a most unbiased and
neutral-enough position to comment on
the recent editorial battle of Miss Proa
and Mr. DeNiro.
It seems to me the question involved
is not whether Mr. DeNiro is racist and
can no longer continue his job. but
whether Mr DeNlros po.|Uon on
Student Arbitration Board (SAB)
requires him to give up his freedom ol
speech
Miss Proa's comments on die black
cheerleaders were well founded, to a
point I agree that blacks should be
allowed to be cheerleaders, if they're
good enough
I'm sure the University has cheerleader try-outs which are as nonprejudice as possible If the judges for
cheerleaders discriminate against
qualified blacks, then we need to
change the system for try-outs, not
create separate but-equal groups of
cheerleaders
Suppose redheaded girls, fat girls,
girls over six-feet tall, flat-chested
girls, as well as black girls, were all
turned down at cheerleader try-outs
for these reasons only Suppose they all
formed their own groups of
cheerleaders and showed up at the next
basketball game Where would we put
the team? And who would the fans
recognize as the legit cheerleaders'
I CAN SEE how each group would be
put off by such discrimination. But I
can also see the mass confusion, five,
or just one, separate group of cheerleaders would cause at the games.
Such a demonstration of protest
might prove a point, but if that point is
never followed up by legitimate
demands within the system, the
| demonstration is useless
It's my opinion that this is what our
new black cheerleaders have done
I They've demonstrated to make a point
I with no follow-up. And what's worse.
I they hide behind their black sufferage
land black pride to continue their
I demonstration, which eliminates their
I chances for a well-founded followup to
| the basic problem.
And it seems to me that Mr DeNiro s
I guest editorial was trying to point out

just such a flaw in Miss Proa's
argument
The fact lor opinion) by some that
the wording wasn't quite as tactful as
it should* have been for a man of his
position doesn't discredit the fact that
he has the constitutional right to say it
If non-violation of the constitution is
a ground for impeachment at BGSU.
heaven help us all'
Rick Reichenbaugh
8120S CustarRd
Custar. Ohio

creaky
Last Wednesday evening. I attended
the University Concert Series. The performance given by the University
Chamber Orchestra, its conductor Mr.
Cioffari. and soloist Mr. Mozi was
superb.
However, the concert was
unfortunately marred by the incessant,
unnerving creaking of the conductors
platform 1 would hope that the College
of Musical Arts would rectify this
condition before the next performance
as 1 am sure that the audience as well
as the performers would enjoy the
concert far more
Douglas H Marshall
805 Offenhauer West

colorful
athletics
I have been reading The BG News
articles concerning black and white
cheerleaders with interest and
amazement Not being a sports fan. I
have not attended basketball games
here, but it might be worth going just
to see this truly amazing phenomenon
When I first heard that two groups of
human beings different only in skin
pigmentation were sitting at opposite
ends of the arena and each had their
own group of cheerleaders. I was
incredulous
"Are they cheering for the same
team?" I asked "Yes. supposedly."
"Well do the blacks cheer only when a
black player makes a basket and the
whites only when a white player makes
a basket"1 Which do they want to win,
their own color or their own team?"

I. > AS STUDENTS, concerned as you
seem to be. it is your responsibility to
check the intentions of all the people
involved in this fiasco
10.1 Finally, looking back over the

entire affair. 1 can see how it has
developed from two letters written by
two students on this campus into a fullblown,
political, news-headline
Bowling Green type scandal Because I
have more important things on my
mind, like midterms and grades. I
refuse to take any further actions on
this issue I challenge every student
however, to find the real truth!
Harry Truman said it best He
stated, "the American people can
always see through a counterfeit It
sometimes takes a little time, but
eventually they always spot one
Thank you.

4.) THE BG NEWS has been unprofessional in their journalism concerning this case. A statement released to them last Thursday afternoon
by me was not printed in Friday's
paper after I was told by Mr Hazlett
that it would be printed
I.) Despite all the allegations,
threats, assertions, and possibilities
cited to the contrary. I have the FACT

let's hear from you
The KG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on anv other letter,
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum ol 300
words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than (our typed
pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits with respect to the laws ol libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the
authors name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. 108
University Call

WITH HIS LECTURE THIS EVENING, "HOW TO MAKE A FORTUNE FROM YOUR COUNTRY'S
MISFORTUNE," MAY I PRESENT, MR. JOHN DEAN.'

can't get involved
By Richard H. Sckene
818 Offenhauer Weil
Guest Student Columnist
I'd like to address this to Mr Timothey
McGee (SGA Coordinator of Student
Involvement I and anyone else who
might feel that we students do not at
least attempt to get involved in student
government.
Let me ask you something, Mr In-

Lerrera
neutral

8 ) It is beneath my PRIDE and my
DIGNITY to be put into a situation of
defense over this issue. My intentions
were, and still are clear to me. I
attempted to satirically show the folly
of writing letters that polarise the
issues on this campus My record; that
is the FACTS, show whether I have
EVER BEEN biased or not As a result
I have no regrets over my editorial

If color is so important maybe they
should cheer for their favorite color on
the opposing team.
PERHAPS WE should start having
separate drinking fountains again, and
separate bathrooms, separate schools,
separate sections of town to live
in then we could have a drinking
fountain for the Puerto Ricans,
Chinese. Phllippinos we could paint
the walls of the white's bathroom
white, the black's black, the Chinese
golden beige, the Philippines brownarchitecture would become more
colorful, but also vastly ridiculous, just
as our present system of cheerleading
at BG Is.
How about two separate teams, one
black, one white-or four-one black,
one white, one yellow, one brown,
maybe even one red I if we could find
enough players)
Then, of course, we'd all need a

separate place for our teams to play,
and our cheerleaders to cheer (for the
BG red Falcons, the black Falcons,
etc And my heritage is Irish, why not
the Bowling Green green Falcons?).
Then when all separatist factions were
satisfied what team would other
schools play""
What arena would there be to
represent the combined sports talent of
the human beings who happen to be
attending
Bowling Green State
University"'
It is true as Dick Gregory said, that
the melting pot doesn't melt
chocolate ", but it's not supposed to
melt, it's supposed to blend
If you want to make a good stew all
the ingredients should maintain their
individuality, but they also must work
well together
Jane Feeney
415 N. Prospect

volvement. what is the secret of how
you achieved your position" Because
believe me. it is a secret.
Not just once, but on two seperate
occasions I have attempted to penetrate the wall that surrounds your Student Government Association iThe
reason I refer to it as yours, is because
it only works for the good of the few individuals that can penetrate that wall)
Let me explain'
On Friday Sept 27 I went to the Student Services building and obtained an
application for the openings on the
"General Fee's Allocation Committee". I filled this form out and
returned it promptly, and an appointment was made for me to appear
before the selection committee
I APPEARED the evening I was
designated, and had a very short conversation with Mr Wilcox and one
other assistant So that I may be equal
to all Involved I think I should point out
that Mr Wilcox is not only on the
selection committee, but also holds
office on the Allocations Committee
(conflict of interest).
Furthermore, the selection committee consists of seven members and
not just two.
Speaking of getting involved - why
weren't the other members present for
the meeting'
After I was quizzed with a few
simple questions. I was informed by
Mr. Wilcox that I did well, but what
might hurt me in my selection would
be that I am a transfer student May I
inquire as to what is so wrong with
being a transfer student, after all I
didn't transfer from the University of
Moscow.

victim of economics
WASHINGTON -The Jackson
Amendment is a good illustration of
the law of political gravity which says
that declarations of principle weigh
less and fall faster than the demands of
pocketbooks
Passed by Congress just last
December, after two years of public
controversy and quiet negotiation, the
attempt to force the Kremlin to allow
freer emigration of Soviet Jews is now
for all purposes null and void. The
USSR has rejected its 1972 Trade Pact
with the United States, of which the
amendment was to be a key part
Why did that happen' Not just
because the Soviets resented what it
had termed "American interference"
in its own internal affairs. It happened
primarily because, in examining all of
the other ramifications of the trade
agreement, the Kremlin decided it was
getting the short end of the deal
The last straw was the Senate's
passage of the Stevenson Amendment
limiUng American extension of exportimport bank credits to $300 million
over four years, with the added proviso
that any increases could be granted
only with further approval of Congress
THIS AMENDMENT was adopted
after passage of the Jackson Amendment, clearly a case of muscle-flexing

J.F. lerHorst
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by pro-emigrauon forces anxious to
demonstrate to their constituents that
they knew how to aet tough with the
Russians
The mild outcry of Senators Jackson.
Javits. Ribicoff and Representative
Vanik over the collapse of the trade
agreement is another illustration of the
law of political gravity Their joint
statement termed it "a disappointing
development."
They profess not to know why the
Soviets balked. The Jackson
Amendment compromise, worked out
privately by Kissinger and the Soviets
with approval of President Ford and
the consent of the Senate, surely was
not the reason. Jackson says.
What really did it. he suggests -and
the facts bear it out-is that the trade
pact with an emigration amendment
lost its appeal to Moscow when
Congress failed to approve government
credits for multi-billion dollar develop-

ment programs in the Soviet Union
Any businessman can understand
this Soviet reaction Anxious to acquire
US technology and managerial knowhow, the Russians were willing to
swallow the Jackson Amendment if the
rest of the package was favorable. But
they would not buy U.S. "dictation" on
increased Jewish emigration for a
paltry 8300 million in US. credits
Given Senator Jackson's low
threshold of indignaUon. it is more
difficult to understand the senator's
casual reaction to the demise of the
trade pact-and with it. his two years of
effort to push the Kremlin toward a
freer emigration policy.
One would have thought he now
might be lobbying for Congressional
removal of the Stevenson Amendment,
but no. Jackson doesn't believe the
Senate is of a mind to give vast credits
to the Soviet Union just now.
America's economic recession and
labor's dislike of more foreign imports
have made it politically unwise for a
Democratic presidential aspirant to
campaign for a new trade-emigration
deal that the Soviets would bay.
In politics, as in physics, what goes
up. must come down-including the
Jackson Amendment and the exit
hopes of Soviet Jews. Latvians.
Estonians, and other USSR minorities

And as I'm sure you well know. Mr
McGee, that selection committee was
soon attacked by many as being prejudiced and unfair in its selection
process. End of case one. now on to
case two
APPROXIMATELY TWO weeks be
fore Thanksgiving I learned that the
Student Advisory Board was open for
new members So again I obtained the
proper forms, filled them out and
returned them to the SGA office
Well, that was seven weeks ago
Never once was I even contacted'
Shortly after Christmas I inquired as to
what progress was taking place with
the selection To my amazement 1
learned that the selection had already
taken place. I proceeded to ask how the
members had been selected I was
informed that the selection committee
had simply picked some individuals'
names and interviewed them, and from
these names they selected the committee
Tell me something. Mr Equal, why
wasn't I interviewed or at least contacted?
I mean, just where is this "just" student government that I should get
involved in'
My God. I don't feel like getting
involved any more. I don't think I want
to ruin my reputation' And. speaking of
new concepts and ideas I would like to
propose that the Dean of Student
Affairs select an Investigating
Judiciary Committee, to investigate
the corruption that is taking place in
our. or should I say again, your Student
Government
If you're not afraid of the truth. I'm
sure you won't mind, and it would give
me a great pleasure to work on such a
committee.
Richard H. Schene
810 Offenhauer West
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Awaits Budget Council's approval

Senate votes salary increase
By Lerralae Jamesoa
Staff Reperter
Faculty Senate yesterday
approved a recommendation
to increase (acuity salaries
25 21 per cent. The recommendation will be presented
to Budget Council which
meets later this quarter
II approved by council, the
proposed
increase will
become effective next
academic year
Dr. Genevieve Slang,
associate professor of
foundations and inquiries
and chairperson of the
Faculty
Welfare
Committee, presented a
report to the Senate on the
Welfare Committee's salary
increase recommendations
Dr Slang presented four
increase recommendations
of 25 21 per cent. 23 1 per

cent. 20 per cent, and 17.1
per cent. By a 48-1 vote the
senate passed a motion to
present toe 25.21 per cent
increase to the Budget
Council
Total faculty salaries for
the 1974-75 academic year
were 111.963. which is 32 per
cent of the University
budget. The salary recommendation would increase
total faculty salaries by
$2.950 563

According to Dr James
R. Bashore. professor of
English and
Senate
Executive Committee
(SECl member,
the
recommended
salary
increase will allow faculty
salaries to keep up with the
rising cost of living and
inflation
The average faculty
salary for the 1974-75

academic year was 516,552
One senator asked Dr.
Stang if the proposed
increase would raise student
tuitions if put into effect
Dr. Stang said the
allocation and balancing of
funds was the Job of the
Budget Qouncil
In other business, the
senate passed a motion to
change references from
chairman to chairperson in
the COUGAR document
after a somewhat spirited
debate Some senators were
against the use of the word
chairperson because it
sounded silly, according to
Dr. Ronald E. Stoner.
professor of physics.
To support use of the word
chairman. Dr. Stoner read
definitions of the word
"man" from three
dictionaries In an attempt to

prove the word was not
inherently sexist, be said.
He also cited uses of the
word from the ancient
Greek and Sanskrit.
Dr
Grover
Platt.
professor of history, said old
meanings of words should
not be used to define a new
social consciousness

of the Graduate Student
Senate introduced Randy
Lishawa. a graduate student
senator, to the senate as his
replacement as a voting
member of the senate.
Wolford said he hoped the
action would provide
exposure for a greater
number of graduate
students

A motion for the
endorsement of
the
Affirmative
Action
Program report was tabled
until proposals for changes
in the document can be
formulated

Wolford also said he hoped
graduate students would
become voting members of
the Hearing and Review
Boards of the Affirmative
Action Program, and
members of the Financial
Exigency Committee.

The Affirmative Action
Program was established to
attempt to insure equal
employment opportunities
for minorities and to set up
procedures by which
grievances could be
reviewed and acted upon
Gary Wolford. president

According to Wolford.
Provost Kenneth W Rothe
denied membership to
graduate students on the
Financial
Exigency
Committee.

City's tax receipts exceed predictions
By Cindy Smer cina
sun Reporter
City income lax receipts
for January were up more
than 22 per cent from January. 1974 Mayor Charles E
Bartletl revealed at Monday's city council meeting
Bartlett predicted last
month that 1975 revenue

Thai grinding noise you've been hearing lately in the halts is
no

Bumina

' necessarily the street sweeper outside. II may very well
be strained brains and grinding teeth; in case you haven't

hrQinS

'*••" 'hunting weeks, it's mid-term time again. (Newsphoto
by Jim Osborn)

newsnotes
Cambodia
WASHINGTON i APi- Assistant
Secretary of State Philip t" Habib
says Cambodia has
enough
ammunition lo fight only through
early April and will collapse if
Congress doesn't quickly authorize
more military help
Facing intensive questioning from
a skeptical House Appropriations
subcommittee. Habib said he couldn't
guarantee Ihe country would survive
even with the extra aid or that the
Cambodian Communists would talk
peace
Alter repeated questions about how
long the United States should be
expected to furnish supplies to the
Cambodians. Habib said
"No one's coming to you and saying

we see the light at the end of the
tunnel But if you don't provide them
the resources, they will go down The
choice is clear in Cambodia "

Federal budget
NEW YORK lAPi-The federal
budget deficit estimated by the Ford
administration at $52 billion in 1976
has drawn approval from more
liberal economists and dismay from
conservatives.
Reaction also appeared divided
along ideological lines to Budget
Director Roy L Ash's weekend statement that the deficit, when measured
as a percentage of the nation s Gross
National Product (GNPi. is much
smaller than those racked up during
World War n

He said the 1975 deficit of about (35
billion would equal only 2 4 per cent
of the 51 43 trillion estimated Gross
National Product, while the 1976
deficit would come to 3.2 per cent of
the estimated $1 6 trillion GNP.

Food stamps

• FOOTLONG HOT DOG
• FRENCH FRIES
• BOWL OF SOUP

*i

00

WITH CHILI
SAUCE 4.10

Open 'til Midnight Mon.-Sat.; Sun. 'til 11:30
434 E. Wooster

tVENINGS

AT
7:00 & 10:00

EVENINGS

CINEMA I® CINEMA II

NOW! 1st WEEK OF A 4 WEEK RUN

AT
7:15 & 9:30

NOW! 1st WEEK OF A 4 WEEK RUN
"SOMETHING HIT US... the crew is deod.
help us, please, please help us!"

IV -*■»■ PAUL

STEVE NEWMAN
MCQUEEN .
/ , WILD AM
MOLDO,

FAYE

DUNAWAY

.TOWERING

INFERNO

BOWLING GREEN'S economic situation, according
to Bartletl is better than
other municipalities of comparable size because it is

dependent on the University
rather than industry
Municipal Administrator
Wesley K. Hoffman reported
that the city's 1(75 budget is
in it's final stages of development and will be presented to council for approval within the next few
weeks
"As anticipated, it will be
much larger than last year.''
he said
Council also authorized
the purchase of seven
vehicles for the city water
and sewer department, one
police car and the advertising of bids tor uniforms for
the street and cemelary departments.
The water and sewer
department requested the
new trucks to replace worn-

out vehicles and expand the
sludge disposal program
IMPROVEMENTS
to
East Wooster Street and
Campbell Hill Road in the
form of a sanitary sewer
line and pumping station
also were okayed by council.
The project will be financed
by the issuance of bonds and
collection of assessments
from affected property
owners
Wancla Kodeheffer. 2nd
Ward
councilwoman.
questioned Hoffman about
progress on the city's
attempt to force the doling
of Angela's Pizza on South
Prospect Street.
Hoffman reiterated the
city's stand: "As far as the
city administration is concerned, it's a zoning viola-

tion The matter has been
turned over to Ihe city prosecutor I don't know what
his final determination will
be"
The pizza shop was
inspected by the Agriculture
Department last week and
given "a clean bill of
health." Hoffman said.
At its last meeting on Jan
20 council discussed the
possibility of providing an
agenda for citizens who
attend the meetings
Bob Dickinson, sophomore
(Ed.), a student in the
audience, asked if anything
had been done concerning
the plan Council President
Bruce Bellard said. "We
haven't come up with anything at this particular
time "

WASHINGTON (API-Democratic
leaders in Congress are pushing for
passage this week of a bill to overrule
President Ford's attempt to raise the
price of food stamps
The House was expected to vote
yesterday on the measure, which was
approved Thursday by a 33-2 vote of
the House Agriculture Committee
after accelerated hearings
The legislation would freeze the
price of food stamps for the rest of
this vear

TODAY'S SPECIAL!

Dairy
Queen

from the city's 15 per cent
income tax would not exceed
1974 receipts.
In past years there has
been a steady increase in the
amount of money brought in
by the city's income tax
Bartlett made his prediction
that 1975 receipts would only
equal those of 1974 based on
the current financial problems many cities are facing
But if the income tax
dollars continue to flow into
the city as they did in January, the city shouid have
little trouble financially in
1975. Bartlett said last
month

«.«NEWlilm
inspired by lh«
novel. AIBPOBI
by Arthur He.le»
• IMWK4U «C1U* HO«XO»-"«»»«0»

ADMISSION FOR BOTH PICTURES - ALL.PERFORMANCES • ADULTS SZ50
CHILD S1.25 - NO PASSES ■ NO STUDENT NIGHT - NO BARGAIN MATINEES

the lazy student's
way to excel
(not just pass-excel!)
I used lo br i studrnt. I itiU ■m (or that matter even
though I'm no longer enrolled in in academic institution.
More importantly, I used to itudy hard - the midnight cram
sessions — the 7-day weeks.
But 1 didn't start making good grade* until I learned
some amazing secrets about studying and about myself secrets that I have never shared with anyone else until now.
This information could be worth more to you than all
the money in the world. What's more, I feel so confident
about that claim that I'm going to request that you send
me 10 dollars for something that will cost me leu than 1
dollar to produce. And III even make the offer sound so
aitonishing that you'll be sorry if you don't accept it.
How can I make such a statement? Because I'm in the
business of selling educational information for a profit just like a professional daily newspaper or a lawyer. Samuel
Johnson once said, "No man but a blockhead ever wrote
except for money." Besides, if I didn't make a good profit,
you'd assume my education was wasted and whatever I have
to offer you is therefore worthless.
Yet I can unconditionally guarantee its results' In fact, I
will make you the most unusual guarantee in the world.
And that it: I won't even cash your check or money order
for 20 days after I've tent you my material.
You'll have plenty of time to look it over and try it out.
If you don't agree that it's worth a hundred times what you
paid, simply send it back and I'll return every penny of your
investment - even if you've marked in it.
The material I'm going to send you will explain in detail
what took me 12 years to perfect and put down on paper.
And it's going to be the biggest bargain you ever bought How to pass school the laxy man's way. I call it "The Lazy
Man's Way" because the wisest man I ever met once said,
"Anything is etsy once it's fully understood."
Now, I don't mind bragging just a little to prove my
point. Because unless I do, you won't be motivated enough
■ o try my guaranteed method. You see, I went from a 2.1
GPA (4.0*A system) to a farm average of ovtr 3.5. while
uking similar courses yet more units, merely by using the
methods spelled out in my material. What's more, I hava
copses of my official transcripts to provt ill
And I'll show you exactly how I accomplished this
while at the same time holding your money in 'escrow' until
you're completely satisfied that reviewing my material it the
smartest thing you ever did.
All in all, I give you more than ISO paget filled with
proven methods on how to itudy, how to take exams, how
to budget your time for greater efficiency, how lo overcome
anxiety, plus numerous other ways of getting better results
with less work and more fun - real, practical ideas you can
put to work at once.
The concepts include: 4 steps to goal achievement; 6
steps to better reading; key factors in memory retention;

demonstrated ways lo take meaningful notes - plus proven
lip, on listening, u well as pawing both subjective and
objective type examination..
If all ihi. soundl too good to be true, I don't blame you.
Becauie there hai never been a program like thi, before - a
system that shows you how to raise your CJ\A. by limply
using the natural talent, you poaaesi right now.
It doein't require "intelligence". I'm considered by moal
to be average.
Nor does il require "luck". You see, I sincerely believe
that we make our own good fortune.
And it certainly doesn't require "effort" in the sense
that effort i> hard work. Work is only hard if we dislike the
task at hand.
Rather, it simply requires "belieI". Enough belief to put
the simple concepls into action. Enough belief to absorb the
material. If you do that. I guarantee (remember, I said,
guarantee) the results will be astonishing.
Vou don't have to interfere with'your present studies.
In fact, you can review the material in leu than one hour.
You don't even have to "believe" me until after you
examine it.
Just try it. That's all I ask. If I've boaited too much,
simply return the package for a refund. All you have to loae
is a couple of seconds and a postage stamp to are if I'm
right.
But what if I'm telling you the truth?
After all, while there are no certain shortcuu to success,
there's no sense in taking the long way around, either.
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Mr. Dave Morlenson
10990 Wllthire Blvd., Suite 118
Lo, Angeles. California 90024
1 haven't got anything lo lose. Please rush me the "Lazy
student's Way to Excel". I understand that my check or
money order will not be deposited for 20 days after it's
been sent.
Should I return the material within that time (for any
reason) even if I've marked it up, my check or money order
wdl be returned. My ten dollar! is enclosed with that
understanding.
Name .

City.
• 1*74 Dave Mortanson

i Slate.
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Pair 'Waiting for Godot'
By Sherry Kb-ken*.II

dents in speech, play the
two tramps. The cast
Includes three other
people, two of whom are
women playing male roles.
It depicts people as
"waiters" who structure
their lives waiting for
some mysterious spirit or
personage, explained Ron
Vigneault. graduate assistant in speech.

"What are we doing
■ere. THAT if the
question." 11 the theme of
Samuel Beckett's acclaimed play "Waiting (or
Godot." which premieres
at > tonight in the Forum.
Student Services Bldg.
The two-act tragi-comedy, the most famous of
Beckett's efforts, features
two tramps who wait endlessly (or the mysterious
Godot
Sonny Bell and Jamea
Bianchi. both graduate stu-

heavy philosophical
themes.
"It's a combination of
absolute suffering and absolute fun," he said.
Vigneault said the play's
diverse mood made it a
play for both amateur and
professional theater goers
The play has many levels
of meaning, be explained
The audience doesn't have
to be sophisticated in
theater to catch one of
them and appreciate the
play.
Describing the play as
extremely simple in tbea-

VIGNEAULT, the play's
director and producer, described the play as a modern theater classic combining vaudville slapstick with
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THE SETTING it a
country road, and the set
consists of only a mound
and a tree The backdrop is
an unpainted canvas.
"Everything in the play is
suggestive rather than
realistic." Vigneault said.
With the simplicity of
the set and costuming. Vigneault said the most
difficult part of directing
the play was in integrating
the extremely fine timing
involved with slapstick
falldown humor, and the
serious, sensitive moods of
the philosophical implications.
The Theatre Unbound
production will be presented through Satruday
and is free and open to the
public
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trical terms, he cited its
simplicity as well as bis
Interest in modern drama
as his reason for selecting
this play.
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The Alpha Phi Omesa will meet all week, all day (or voting tor the
Beauty and Beast Contest (or chanties week. In the Union and the
Stud Serv Bldg.
The YMCA Camp Y-Noah will be meeting in the Student Court
Room. Rm 460. in the Student Services Bldg today (rom 10 am to
> p.m Students must sign-up (or interviews on or be(ore Mon . Feb
3rd in Office of Student Employment. 460 Student Services Bldg
There will be a Physical Activity Center (or Everyone Club meeting
tonight In the Taft Room of the Union at 6 All members should
attend
Freddie's Flock will meet tonight at I in the 2nd floor East Hall of
Memorial Hall. Sites of meetings may change. Will notify you of
exact dates j places.
The Computational Services will meet today In Rm. 2M of the Math
Science Bldg at 4 Seminar on TLM8.
The Active Christians Today will meet this morning at 603 Clough
St. at 10a.m. This will be a Bible Study on the Holy Spirit
The Active Christians Today will meet this afternoon at J at 603
Clough St Another Bible Study. "Where has the Church been?"
The BGSU Photo Club will not meet tonight at the regular
scheduled time and place
The BGSU Ski Club will meet tonight at 6 30 in Rm 120 Math
Science Bldg Signups lor Seven Springs will be held
RIDES

0086

Ride needed to Notre Dame
Feb 7th Call Gwen 372-46B or
SueS7J-422»

Wanted someone who is interested in cooking for about 30
girls in a sorority house. Call
the Alpha Delta Pi house. 3722*40

Night lime receptionist 5-9 M
thru F. .: J0-S on Saturdays. Call
3t2-7705asHorJoe

1 m to share 3 bdrm apt 352
W41

SERVICES OFFERED

1 f rmmte spring qtr Good
location, a/c. laundry, pool
*M, mo 351-4765 Sder 4

Need
traits,
senior
Studio

PHOTOGRAPHS? porpassports, applications.
specials WEISSBROD
113 W Wposter. 3M-S041

Theses typing 3U-7MS
Typing done 352-72SS
TYPING DONE 3M-W14.

WE RESERVE QUANTITY RIGHTS

STADIUM PLAZA
1616 E WOOSTER, BOtVUNG GREEN
ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM

OPEN DAILY 7:45 A.M. -10 P.M.
OPEN SUNDAY 10 A.M.-8 P.M.

GreatScot
'RlfNDtV FOOD STORES

PRICIS GOOD (EB 4IHROUGHHB 10 1975

Clay is sot dirt Unique gifts of
pottery sad silver. At the Mad
Artist Colony S. Prospect and
Byall I to 10 Mon-Sat
SALE 30% OFF Antique
Insence Burners. Wind Chimes.
Fondue Sets. Fondue Forks.
THE WORKING HAND CRAFT
CENTER MSCaaaiHI.

1 f. needed to sublease spring
qtr. M7 mo Close to campus
351-7610
Female sublease apartment spring 375 mo 351-5485
M. roommate to share 3 bdrm.
house I1J0 mo Joan. 352-OMO
after I p.m

Personaltied U's" or "Tees''
for your special guys from the
Den. Many Valentine specials to
choose from
BEE GEE HEALTH SPA SEZ
Bring your ID and
We'll make you an offer
You can't refuse
It's even better for those
Of vou with 4D passes
?thl> High Sis 354-7271

"BANANAS"'
Sisters

In AOT. Your

KOR SAI.K
Pioneer 8-track player and
recorder Full year warranty
still good Bought Jan. I. 1075
Best offer Call between 4-6 or
after midnight 354-2835
1071 Vega, excellent cond Good
commuter car 21-25 MPC Best
offer 352-4043
I960 SAAB 96-special Good
rendition radio-tach 4 cvl. 10
MPG. 4 speed 372-5533 Bruce
JEWEIIV handmade, silver
middle eastern 352-7265.

Abortion Information Service
Starling rate 1125 Clinic very
close to area 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by licensed
certified gynecologist Modern
techniques and finest facilities
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle Call
collect. 24 hour service 1-216611-1557

Maplewood rocker hand made
from Vermont 152 7185

Abortion Information
Finest
Medical care available at the
lowest cost. Immediate appointmenu Toll free l-aoO-4M-3770

Solid Slate Magnavox stereo
record player 351-7265

The brothers of SAE wish to
congratulate Beth Bradburnand
Bill Arnold on their lavaliering
Best wishes
When Doc cast his line, bis hook
did snatch though be didn't reel
in tuna. Rhonda's quite a catch.
Congrats on your DU Lavalier-

!»a
Beta's - Thanks for a great lea
last Friday? the DCs
With a little bumpin and
thumpin the DZ-ATO hoe down
wasfunUstic Thanx the DZ s

66 Dodge Dar. 66.000 mil.'s b o
352-5742
Stereo-1450 Goodbuv Call 3520U4
70 Maverick. 6 cvl stick Best
offer 352-6076

Guinea Pig good Pel with
revenue value 354-2654
FOR RENT
1
bedroom apartment at
Campus Couple Available 6 15.
15 mo. lease $190 mo 152 9302
or 352-7365 evenings
1 bedroom apt
furnished
1165 mo Pam 372-2067 before 3.
or 352-4061
Room for 2 girls, spring and
summer quarters. 145 mo. with
cooking privileges 353-3075
1 female sublet needed. Haven
House spring 352 9120 alter i

Nancy Manacke:
Congratulations on making 2nd V Pres.
of Panhel We are all so proud of
you LAL. The ADPi Sisters

Rooms near campus. Fall 4
summer rentals Phone 3527168

Betas: Gamma Phis are last
popping with excitement for the
MardlGraa.

Pledgli Happy Un-Birthday to
you
too!
Tharu-Your KD
Suiters
r

Cherry Hill Village leasing
Club house with indoor heated
pool Office hours 1-5 M-F 851
Napoleon Rd Suite 3 352-6246

Congrats to P J oa aa active
evening Your roving sisters

KD Kisses: Thanks (or a sweet
serenade Love in KD. the
Sisters.

Preferred Property Rentals
Houses and Apartments. 351-

ura. '

Beth: Congratulations on vour
KD-SAE lavaliering What a
cute surprise1 The Sisters.

Efficiency to sublease spring
quarter. Dose to campus 3535083

Snakes: Thank' for the tea and
dinner too The KD s

We have many apartments and
bouses for rent tor summer and
fall Call Newkwe Realtv SSI-

ssa-ttn.

Female muni needed hnmed
for Win/Spring qtrs. Free rent
until Feb 15 S515006 or 371

RAY MARVAR
PRESIDENT

Female roommate to sublease
now-Spring Uaav. VII ass mo

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUN
■TIES UCF is looking for volunteers tor tutoring, recreation
programs for children and
elderly persons, working with
I MR children. No experience
necessary
For more Information. call 352-7514

PERSONALS

Have a Ball at the Masked Ball
for STUDENTS ONLY la Ike
Home
of
"DIE
FLEDERMAUS'
Tuesday.
February II at t p.m. in Mala
Auditorium For Details, call 2-

WAriTtD

emmmiH

mecHouxA

ffUMC,

CLaSSIFIED *•»

Wednesday. Februarys. 1S75

French tutoring Call 371-1044

IKNOU.SIRTHATSmiH

W. or. Mt IIHIIHll.il l« ml.r.1,.. unl«u >wH«M M fkil Ooy •! InMrNwi.

CAMPUS CALENDAR

HELP WANTED

MACARTHUR,
I CANT
1AKSMUCH
MORBOF
THIS..
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Interview sign-ups set
Sign-ups will be held
tomorrow from 4:30-5:30
p.m (or school schedules
and Friday from 3-4 p.m. tor
non-school schedules in the
Forum. Student Services
Bid*
A data sheet must be
turned in at toe time of signup
FEB. 1?
Goedyeer-CANCELED
Rike'i 1 citizenship reqd 1-Assistant buyer
B &
M bus (mgmt and mktg 1
Toechc Ron -Sun
accountant Hi M acctg
FEB. II
Aetna Life and Casaelty.
Toledo-Personnel recruiting, management, sales
management, and trainees
B1M all majors.
Liberty
Mntaal-Claims
adjuster B lib arts or bus
adm
National City Balk of
Cleveland
1 citizenship
reqd l-Management
development program icomm.
banking,
retail banking,
bank oper and EDP» B &
M bus and econ
Reliance
Electric Co.
iCitizenship
reqd 1-Sales
rep
B bus -sales, comp
so . and MBA
(Umbel's 1 Philadelphia 1Merchandising
trainee
B mktg 1 retail 1. assistant
buyer B bus adm
Glmbel'i
1 Pittsburgh 1Executive
training
program B mktg
(.lidden Darker
SCM
Corp. (citizenship reqd >-Marketing sales B mktg .
marketing
MBA.
accounting B acctg , comp
I science fin mgmt B fin
iand comp
science:
'chemists B chemistry
FEB. It
Aetna Life and Casaalty
(citizenship reqd 1 -Claims
rep
B bus or lib arts,
marketing rep B bus or
lib
arts,
underwriter
B bus or lib arts
First National Bank of
Cincinnati (citizenship
reqd '--Management trainee
program B bus or lib arts
with interest in. and orientation for. career in
banking 2 8 GPA or better
Metropolitan Life (perm
visa or U S citizen)-Marketing
management
development program
MBA (mktg sales mgmt. 1
The Plain Dealer-Sum
mer interns in reporting and

copy editing: mutt be at
least a junior: news editorial journalism majors
preferred
FEB M
Hartford iBsaraace Group
(perm visa or U.S. citizen
-Marketing rep
B econ
fin . or insurance 2 8 GPA
or better:
underwriter:
B indepart bus . mgmt or
mktg 2 8 GPA or better
actuarial B/QAC. math
econ . 3.0 GPA or better,
corporate
accounting:
B/QAC or B & M/acctg 30
GPA or better.
Marathon Oil Co. (citizenship reqd -Financial
analyst B fin. or MBA fin
M. O'Neilt (perm visa or
V S
citizenl-Buyer
Trainee
B mktg. and
business
Tie Procter and Gamble
Co. (perm visa or U S. citizen '--Sales management B
& M bus and lib arts: field
office management B bus
and lib arts: accounting and
finance B & M bus or lib
arts with strong interest in
acctg and finance, tax
mgmt B & M bus or lib
arts with strong interest in
acctg. and finance
FEB. 21
Alexander Grant and CoSales accounting B certified public accountants
March and June grads
Toledo and Cleveland areas
Marathon Oil Co. (citizen
ship reqd 1-See Feb 20
listing
Atlantic Richfield Co
CANCELED
Wesllnghouie
Electric
Corp -CANCELED
AGENCIES
FEB. 18
Consolidated V A Hospital-Group session for any
student interested in
employment opportunities
with the Veterans Administration Positions are avail-

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
Tho GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL, a fully accredited UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA program.
will offer June 30 to August 9,
anthropology, art, education,
folklore, geography, history,
government language and litera
lure. Tuition and tees, $190;
board and room with Mexican
family S245. Write to GUA0ALA
JARA SUMMER SCHOOL, 413
New Psychology. University ol
Arizona, Tucson, Ariaoni 85721.

local briefs

able in the following fields:
acctg.. biological services,
chemical services, health
services-nursing.
home
econ -dietetics, laboratory
technology, liberal arts and
sciences, personnel-industrial relations, psychology, social services,
physical therapist and occupational therapist. Group
meeting to be held at 7 p.m
in the Forum. Student Services Bldg
Sign-up for the interviews
on Feb 19 will follow the
group meeting Feb. 18.
FEB tl
Adult Parole AuthorityParole officer:
B &
M. psych . soc . humanities,
guidance and counseling.

reqd i--all areas
West (lermoii Local
Schools,
Amelia. OhioElem. ed k-tj special ed
(EMR. LD. EH BDI: k-12:
art: k-8. voc. business ed
9-12: remedial reading: voc
home ec : 9-12; math: 7-12;
music: k-12: ind. arts: 9-12;
English 7-12. physics 9-12;
chemistry
9-12: general
science 7-12; counselor: 912

SCHOOLS

FEB. M
Maeoa Local Schools-Kin
dergarten primary k-3. elementary 4-8; elementary
P.E.: k-4 (able to coach*,
general science: 7-8.

FEB. 17
Das* Co. Schools Miami.
Fla 1 citizenship reqd 'Art
music & I' K 1-12. reading
7-12. math, gen so home
econ . and voc ind arts (all
areas):
7-12 exceptional
child education pre-school12
FEB. 1$
Falrbora City Schools.
Dayton area 1 citizenship

FEB. II
Ml. Veraoa City SchoolsElementary.
secondary
math; science
Shaker Heights City
Schools Cleveland area!All areas except social
studies or English

.21
LaraJa Canty SchoolsScience 7-12; bus ed : 9-12;
math: 7-12; ind.. arts: 7-12,
elementary: 5-8. sp. ed.
EMR: 4-12; sp ed I I) III'
1-8;
vocal music: high
school

SGA inviting students
to Values Conference
Students who have
received invitations to participate in the Values Conference set for April * may
still submit their names to
the Faculty Senate Office,
according to Douglas G
Bugle. Student Qovernment
Association iSGAi president
SGA is responsible for recruiting 200 undergraduate
for the conference that will
explore areas such as
tenure, grade inflation and
the role of the state legislature in higher education
Bugie said yesterday that

VALENTINE
CARDS
&
SAUNDERS
CANDY

Philharmonic orchestras and the Toledo Symphony
The public is invited to attend at no charge

Reverb
Bob Martz. general manager of WCWA radio in Toledo,
and Terry Shaw. WCWA program director will be guest
speakers at 7:30 p.m tomorrow in 409 South Hall
Marti and Shaw, who are being sponsored by REVERB.
the publication for undergraduate students in mass
communications, will answer questions and inform
students about their jobs
They will also run a tape of some of their outstanding
commercial production accomplishments The meeting is
free and open to the public

Journalist
Judith Wagner, a Toledo Times newspaper reporter and
freelance writer will discuss her career at noon tomorrow
at the University Center for Continued Learning. 194 S
Main St
Wagner has sold articles to regional magazines
throughout the nation She has interviewed political
figures and celebrities in her research
The public is invited and persons may bring a brown-bag
lunch
Next week's guest will be Genie York of Reading
Improvement Centers in Toledo and Bowling Green

Academic Council will meet at 111S-2:15 p.m tomorrow
in the Alumni Room. Union, to consider a University-wide
Values Day Conference to be added to the already
approved 1975-76 calendar, as requested by the Senate
Executive Committee
This spring a Values Day Conference will be held but
only invited persons may attend
Also on the agenda is a plan to keep the Modular
Achievement Program (MAP) a permanent option for
freshmen enrolling at the University. Under MAP.
students gain two years credit for one year of study

Sculpture
An original sculpture by Douglas Roether. junior I Ed ).
has been accepted (or the 27th Butler Institute of
American Art Show in Youngstown
Roether's work entitled. "Skull of a Bear." has been on
exhibit since Jan 5 and will be shown until the show closes
Feb 23

Blood drive

MBO seminar

The first Red Cross community blood drive will be
Friday at St Mark's Lutheran Church. 315 College St
Hours will be from noon-6 p m. Donors are asked to
come between 3-5 p m . if possible, to avoid the rush
Those who participated in the December blood drive as
well as those who gave in tho November University drive
can donate again

French hornist

SGA members will be
calling invited students to
remind them they must
submit their names immediately. He added that students who were not invited
but want to participate in
the conference also should
submit their names. I'niversity address and phone
number to the Faculty
Senate Office. 108 Graduate
Center
The conference will include workshops and seminars conducted by University faculty members Or
Karl Rahdert. chairman of

Council agenda

Herbert Spencer, assistant professor of performance
studies, will present a French horn concert at 8 tonight in
the Recital Hall. College of Musical Arts
Spencer, a member of the Bowling Green Woodwind
Quintet, has performed with the Rochester and Buffalo

the conference and professor
of management, said a
person 01 national reputation
is being sought to speak at
the conference.
The conference is being
financially supported by the
Anderson Foundation It was
proposed last fall at a workshop for members of the
Faculty Senate Executive
Committee

A two-day seminar on Management By Objectives
(MBO) will be presented today and tomorrow by the
University Management Center
The seminar will help managers learn to plan,
implement and review their own work and the
performance of their employes in terms ol results
Topics covered will be How MBO Works." "MBO vs
Traditional Management." ' Steps in the MBO Process"
and "Behavioral Sciences and MBO "
Participants, who will receive a comprehensive MBO
workbook and a cassette recording of the program's key
points, should register with the Management Center. 369
Business Administration Bldg
The fee for the seminar is $175. including tuition,
materials, luncheons and parking

WE HAVE A
CALCULATOR
TO FIT
EVERY NEED!

Mr. Bojangles
present's

Tom Honsa
and Barb

The Commodore SR14O0 has
unique common sense parentheses keys which permits up
to 3 memory versatility.
NOW
ONLY

$

99 00

The Kings Point SC 40 A
truly scientific calculator that
offers 2 Parenthesis levels, a
feature no other scientific
calculator has.

$

129 00

NOW
ONLY

The Commodore 885 D, 8
digit, floating decimal constant, and percentage key.

NOW
ONLY

$

29 95

country folk & blue grass

TONIGHT - 5-9 P.M.

SPAGHETTI

AT

Dorsey Drugs

Wed. 9 P.M.-l A.M.

500 E. Wooster

No Cover

BETTER BUSINESS MACHINES
244 S. Main St.

with Crash garlic brood

WANTED: CASINO DEALERS FOR MARDIGRAS;

ggt

Dealers will help run the Casino games for one hour
on Saturday night, February 8th between 8-12 P.M.

sorry, no delivery

Sign up at the UAO office, 3rd floor Union.

MGUAI'S
1004 S. Main, B.G.

Ph. 352 7571

HEY
PODNERS!
WEDNESDAY IS

$ DOLLAR DAY $
HAMBURGER PLATTER
* pound freshly ground pure beef,
on toasted sesame seed bun,
trench fries and coleslaw

$1.00

"What Are You Doing For Dinner"
if you're tired of the same old
tasteless Dorm food, try our new
supper special. DOMINO'S is
offering 3 free cokes with a large
pizza, or 1 qt. with a small pizza.
Give Us A Ring Between
The Hours of 4:30 & 7:30

at 352-5221

that you've
finished
wl le re do
you Marl?
College is just about over. And
that's a problem. Because now
you must pick a career that may
occupy your next forty years,
deeply involve you intellectually
and emotionally and help you
earn three-quarters of a million
dollars or more.
Where do you start? Try The
Travelers. Whatever your forte, it
can probably find expression in
one of the myriad types of

businesses we're involved in.
Data processing is an especially
big concern. If you're a bright, enthusiastic DP major, think about
joining our staff—a large staff
of sharp, inventive specialists,
charged with getting the most out
of the sophisticated equipment
in our multimillion dollar Data
Center. It's vital. It's dynamic. It's
challenging: And there's plenty
of room at the top.

A TRAVELERS REPRESENTATIVE WILL VISIT YOUR CAMPUS ON
FEBRUARY 13- MAKE AN APPOINTMENT THROUGH YOUR
PLACEMENT DIRECTOR AND GET STARTED ON THE PATH TO A
SATISFYING AND REWARDING CAREER.

REG. $1.21
SAVE 21<

300 EAST
WOOSTER ST.
GOOD ALL DAY
FEBRUARY 5

B DOMINO'S
PIZZA

THE TRAVELERS
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER U I F

Determined Archer takes a beating
By Mark Glover
Sports Editor
When you have the time, you might try this one on for size
First, you dress up in a full football uniform complete
with shoulder pads and hip protectors. Next, you find a
flimsy football helmet and remove the face mask before
putting il on
Once you have done this, place a call to Anaheim. Cal. Get
in touch with professional baseball's California Angels
organization Try to talk with one of the team executives.
and tell him you want to borrow the services of pitcher
Nolan Ryan for one day
YOU MIGHT remember Nolan Ryan - he's the pitcher
whose fastball was clocked at 100 miles per hour last season
Once Ryan shows up. you tell him to throw baseballs at
you standing only 20 feet away. It will take a little time, but
eventually Ryan will get you In the ribs or the face with one
of those blazing deliveries
When the doctors revive you and your memory returns,
you turn to Ryan and say. "Let's do that again, but this
time, try to throw It harder "
Then, and only then, will you know what Bowling Green
defenseman Roger Archer goes through during a whole

hockey season of blocking shots with his body. Most Falcon
fans are familiar with the typical Archer defensive play
AN OPPOSING forward comes charging down the ice on a
breakaway, and Archer slowly glides backwards toward his
own goal Once the forward crosses the blue line, he coils
and fires a shot with tremendous velocity.

"f plan fo keep on doing
who/ I've been doing."
The crowd in the stands automatically looks toward the
BG goalie expecting the shot to bounce off him or into the
net Instead, there is only a loud "thud" and Archer is
spinning on the ice in a prone position. He has just
swallowed another shot in his midsection and stopped the
enemy offensive attack
Needless to say. this is a hazardous practice, and Archer
has paid the price for his exceptional defensive efforts this
season
Last weekend against York, be caught a puck full-force in
the (ace His left cheekbone looked like the aftermath of a
Joe Frazler hook Earlier in the season, a similar thing
happened

IN THE McMaster series. Archer attempted to block a
slap shot just inside the blue line. He succeeded in stopping
the puck - with his jaw
The powerfully-built defenseman talked about his shot
blocking injuries after practice last Monday.
"1 think this has been the year that I have picked up more
bad shots i resulting in Injuryi.' said Archer with a shrug of
his shoulders "Sometimes when you get a lot of bad shots In
a row, you ask yourself, what's going on?' "
Although he has been severely pummelled about the head
and shoulders this season. Archer said he will not change his
shot-blocking technique.
When a game is fast and they're taking a lot of shots In
your end. that's when I have to block a lot of shots," he said
"I don't plan on doing anything different I plan to keep on
doing what I've been doing."
Archer, a law major with a unique ability to quickly sum
up the athletic capabilities of his hockey opponents,
explained how he stifles the charging forwards

Thinclads place second
By Bill F.slep

The BG New

Best performances of the
year in each running event
paced the Bowling Green
indoor track squad to a
second-place finish in a
triangular meet at the University of Michigan last
Saturday
The host Wolverines raced
home first with 85'.- points,
while the Falcons followed
in the middle spot with 4'J-.
Notre Dame was a slow
third with 27 points

SPORTS
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Gator'-BG's sparkplug
By Dick Rees
Assistant Sports Editor
"Larry Wlngate replacing
Cooper in the Bowling Green
lineup." the public address
announcer at Anderson
Arena says In the midst of a
Falcon hoop contest
The fans cheer loudly as
number 33 strides easily
onto the court, bowlegged.
elbows back and a scowl
covering his face
Within a few seconds.
Wingate has possession of
the ball, dribbling routinely
through his legs, hopping up
and down on the balls of his
feet and directing the
Falcon offensive traffic
SOON. HE is reversing his
dribble and driving down the
lane to put up a spectacular
layup or dishing off an
excellent feed to an
uncovered teammate
If. by chance, you have
failed to witness this
situation at the local hoop
house, welcome to the
"Larry Wlngate Show,"
where a dull moment never
exists
From the streets ol New
York City. Wingate has
brought with him a fast style
of basketball At this time
last year. Wingate was a
mainstay on the city's best
high school squad. His Taft
High team went 24-1 and
captured
the
city
championship.
But, Bowling Green is
nothing like New York City
Wingate will be the first to
tell you that However, the
adjustment from the bigcity environment to a small
Midwestern town has not
been rough tor the
freshman
"It's completely different
here-the lifestyles, the way
people talk, the way they do
things and especially the
way they trust people
around here." Wingate said
"BACK IN THE city I New
York i. if you go into a store

and you're short a quarter
for something, they won't let
you have it Here, one time I
went to the cleaners and
came up a few bucks short
and the guy said, 'go ahead,
don't worry about It.'
"I like this place I like it
a lot more than I did when I
first visited." Wingate said.
"It's more relaxed here In
fact. I wouldn't mind living
in the Midwest for the rest
of my life."
While Wingate has found
that adjusting to Bowling
Green is not that difficult,
he also has made a valuable
contribution to the BG
basketball squad this year
Falcon head coach Pat
Haley has effectively used
Wingate as his third guard,
and the freshman has come
off the bench to capture the
fancy of Falcon basketball
fanatics.
"I don't think it's hard on
me not starting My sophomore year in high school. I
came off the bench to lead
the team in scoring." he
explained "Being the sparkplug is something I like to
do. being young
"But as long as we win. I
don't mind coming off the
bench." he continued "I'm
satisfied going to practice
every day and playing and
getting a chance to refine
my skills "
Wingate is averaging 7 5
points per game while
averaging 18'i minutes of
playing time per contest. In
the Falcons first five games
this season. Wlngate hit
double figures four times,
including a career-high 20
points against Ball State
"Gate." or "The Gator."
as he has been tagged, said
the hardest part of
collegiate basketball is
defense
The biggest thing is
watching for picks and
switching. One thing I've
had a hard time with. too. is
the size of the courts in
college." he said

"WHERE I played in high
school, the courts were so
small compared to here
There's so much more
ground to cover, and
sometimes I'll let my man
go thinking he can't go
anywhere, but he'll still
have a lot of room to
manuever "
The first-year perlormer
said his defense has
improved "a helluva lot"
and credits the BG coaches
with his Improvement.
"I like playing for coach
Haley and Hill They're
young, and can relate to the
players belter." he noted. "I
don't like institutions with
an old coach. That's one of
the main reasons I signed
here "

school than he has at BG
In the city, everyone is
so quick, it's hard to drive
all the time." he explained
"Here, if a team is playing
man-to-man. I feel I'm quick
enough to get that first step
and go "
"Go" he does, and on the
way. he has enthralled many
fans with a wide variety of
slick moves to the basket
And he has three more
years after this season to
keep it up

IN ADDITION to their on
the-track accomplishments
the Falcons recorded three
other season bests in the
field category and scored
points in every event except
the pole vault.
"Our times and efforts
were very good for this time
of the season." said head
coach Mel Brodt "Many of
our runners had Career or
personal bests "
According to Brodt. the
only weak spot through the
first lour meets of the

season has been in the field
events
"Unbarl I Lesi is doing an
adequate job for a freshman
in the shot, but as far as the
jumps i long, high and
triple) are concerned, we
have no suitable facility to
workout in and we are
obviously suffering." he
said
The Falcons captured top
honors in four running
events in their second
consecutive week of action
at Michigan's New Sports
Complex
Senior Tom Preston ran
his best half-mile in two
years, capturing the event in
1 54 Sophomore Gary Des|.ii dins garnered third in the
880 in 1 Si 9. BG cross-country MVP Tim Zumbaugh
out kicked Michigan's Mike
McGulrc down the stretch to
win the two mile in 8 53 6
Falcon freshman sensation Rick
llutchinson
grabbed first in the 1000 with
a clocking of 1:14.7, while
teammate Dan Dunton
finished third in 2:17.2.

Another
adjustment
Wingate faced was learning
the players' habits on the
court With his fast style of
play, early season scrimmages saw many passes
thrown astray, something
Wingate said was not
entirely his fault
"Of course. I had to adjust
to their style of play." he
said "But. they also had to
adapt to my style of ball. At
first. I felt out of place Now
I feel at home "
Wingate said he does not
feel any pressure from the
crowd to turn in super performances every time he's
on the court

Coach Sue Hager and her
women cagers continued
their siege of other midwest

Wrestling
BULLETIN
The Falcon wrestling
team used six pins last
night to topple Findlay
College. M :. at Anderson
Arena.
Junior Joe Kosch at 142
pounds had the fastest
pin of the meet in 2 25
Other pin winners for the
Falcons, now 3-7 overall,
were Kevin Dick, Jack
Pequignot. Rick Kopf.
Tony Giamello and Pat
Welfle
The Falcons face Kent
Slat* Saturday at
Anderson Arena

basketball teams as they
demolished Cedarville
College. 63-35 and mauled
Miami. 73-49, last weekend
Bowling Green completely
dominated play in the Cedarville game. The Falcons
controlled the boards with 39
offensive rebounds and 31
defensive rebounds
Sue
Oberholtzer came off the
bench in the first half to
snare a game-high IS
rebounds Gail Allen had 13
caroms
BG controlled 14 of 15
jump balls, had 19 steals and
11 assists Leading scorer
for the Falcons was center
Cathy Copeland with 18
points and 11 rebounds. Also
scoring In double figures
were forward Barb Britton
with 14 markers and 10
rebounds and guard Jane
Pekarek with 10 points
BRITTON LED the
Falcons to their 73-49 win
over Miami She paced BG
through the first half with 12

THE FALCON junior varsity upped its record to 5-1
by outscoring Cedarville. 307, in the second half to win
the game. 73-17 The "B"
squad also defeated Miami
decisively, 72-40
Jenny Gill scored 12 points
for the JVs in the Cedarville
game, while Pat Walter was
leading scorer in the Miami
game with 12 points Kathv
Costello bad eight rebounds
in the Miami game

IVorm Baker

Dobek sets record;
Liut gains tenth win
By Norm Baker
ICE HOUSE HAPPENINGS.
Senior co-captain Bob Dobek reached another milestone
in last weekend's series with York University
Dobek's assist on Steve Balls third period goal last
Saturday afternoon was his 122nd career assist - a new BG
all-time career mark
The Taylor. Mich icer broke Chuck Gyles' 11969-73 >
record That assist was also "Dobie's' 46th of the season,
which leads all college scorers in that department Dobek
however, ranks second to Michigan State's Tom Ross this
week in total point production

• • •

MIKE HARTMAN'S two weekend goals tied him for the
club leadershipln tallies Freshman sensation Hartman and
senior Doug Ross each have scored 28 goals, and both rank
In the top 10 nationally in that category.
The club hockey team split in their last two encounters
beating the Toledo club team. 134. and losing to Oakland
Community College. 4-2.
■ e • •
Time is running out to sign up for the Rink Rats' St Louis
hockey excursion. March 7-9. to attend the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association playoffs A $20 down
payment must be made by Feb 15 For more information,
stop by the Ice Arena skate shop or see the Rink Rats table
display at this Saturday's Western Michigan game

• • •

STEVE BALL and Roger Archer were named co-winners
this week of the "Rink Rats Falcon of the week award" for
their performance in last weekend's series with York. Ball
scored two goals and two assists, while Archer tallied one
goal and played superb defense.
Former Falcon icer Perry Vlajkov. who quit the team two
weeks ago for playing time reasons, has tried out with the
Toledo Goaldiggers of the International Hockey League
but has quit there to return home.
Toledo Goaldigger publicity man Harold Shaw said
Vlajkov did report to coach Ted Garvin. but the former BG
icer sustained many headaches while trying out. resulting
from a head injury he sustained while playing at BG. As a
result. Vlajkov's mother requested that her son return
home. Shaw said

IF THERE is any
criticism of Wingate. it's
that he is not a great outside
shooter But. the 6-2 performer said he fired the
jump shot a lot more in high

Bowling Green continued
to show aggressive defense
and offense with 31 offensive
rebounds.
29 defensive
rebounds. 11 assists and 22
steals

DEFENDING Big Ten
champion Dave Williams of
Michigan became the
meet's only double winner
when he captured the 300
131.41 and the 440 148 71
Falcons Tim LoDico and
Ron Taylor placed in each
event, LoDico taking third in
the 440 150 li and second in
the 300 131 91 while Taylor

garnered second in the 440
(49 91 and fourth in the 300
13201
Randy Zimmerman
contributed to the Falcons'
points with a fourth in the
600H 13 4 > and Reg Warren
grabbed second in the 70
high hurdles in 9 1
Linhart's 49-1'i shot-put
effort gave him third in his
speciality while senior Jon
Helder turned in his best
performance in almost a
year with a third-place long
jump of 21-6's BG's Steve
Edwards took third in the
high jump with leap of 6-4
and Ron McGruder placed
fourth in the triple jump at
41-7'4

• • •

"If you're an athlete, the
crowds are coming to the
games to watch you play."
he said "They look up to
you. and expect you to play
good If I have a bad game. I
try not to worry I just
prepare harder for the next
game and try to learn from
my mistakes "

points. 11 rebounds and four
steals, adding six points and
nine rebounds in the second
half
Pekarek had 14 points and
Bobbie Little finished the
game with 10 markers. Allen
had 13 rebounds

Bowling Green's Brian
Storm nipped Michigan footballer Rob Lytle at the tape
to lake the 60 in 6 4 and
Dunton returned later to
finish second to Notre
Dame's James Reinhart in
the mile with an effort of
4 096

SOPHOMORE MIKE Liut was in goal twice for BG last
weekend against York which was a change from coach Ron
Mason's usual coaching philosophy Mason normally
alternates Liut and sophomore Al Sarachman during a
weekend series, but Sarachman s ankle injury, sustained
against St Louis two weeks ago. kept him out of action
Liut picked up 43 saves in the two contests while raising
his record to 10-5-1 this year Last Saturday's 5-2 victory
equalled Liut's victory total of last season The Woodbndge.
Ontario goalie compiled a 10-12 mark last year
The ten victories also ties the team record for most wins
by a BG goalie in one season

Women cagers win two
By Laarl Leack
staff Writer

"YOU HAVE to know who you're playing against," he
said "When you get a fast skater, you cant let him go
around you and get in front of the net That's where be is
toughest.
"I try to manuever a fast skater out of position and make
him go around the net." he added
And what happens when that skater stops and fires a longrange shot?
"Well, you can score outside the blue line just as well as
inside the blue line." said the mustachioed defenseman
"Blocking the shot comes by itself You don't go out and
plan ahead to block shots It just comes instinctively."
Head coach Ron Mason had praise for Archer's one-on-one
play and shot blocking while referring to the senior as
"probably our most consistent performer "
However. Mason added that sometimes Archer hurts
himself on position and physically by doing what he does
It is hard to argue with the physical aspect of Mason's
statement Archer takes one helluva beating on the ice

Freshman guard Usr.y Wingate (33) has been a valuable
,

,
GO l*Or

addition to the Falcon hoop squad this winter. The New York
a,y

"0,iv* h°* b**n •ff«»iv« «""'"9 off «he bench and
picking up the tempo of the contest. Wingate and his

teammates will return
( Newspholo by Ed Subo)

Tickets
A student ID ticket exchange will continue today
in the Memorial Hall ticket
office for Saturday night's
home hockey game against
Western Michigan
General admission tickets
are also on sale priced at $2
for adults and $1 for
students Tickets will be
sold or exchanged until
supplies are exhausted Reserved seat tickets are
completely sold out.
The Memorial Hall ticket
office is open weekdays
from 9 a.m. until noon and
from 1-5 p.m

to
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Dress Up!
your dorm room with:]

IWEDNESDAY SPECIi
All the

PERCH
You Can Eat

with Whipped Potatoes, warm roll
and Cole Slaw
(No Substitutions)

$|79
M50E.Wooster
•cross from Hershman Quad

•Hanging Baskets &
Saucers
• Clay flower pots
and

Hundreds of house plants

Brigham's Greenhouse
Next to Krogers

